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INTRODUCTION 
Let X, Y be real Banach spaces with an admissible scheme I’, D C X a linear 
subspace, L: D -+ Y a linear (not necessarily bounded) Fredholm map of 
ind(L) = 0 and F: X + Y a nonlinear quasibounded map with its quasinorm 
1 F 1 < /.L for some p > 0. The purpose of this paper is to use the theory of 
A-proper type maps and the properties of the Brouwer degree to study the 
existence problems and to establish Fredholm alternatives for abstract and 
differential equations 
Lx+Fx =f (xeD,fEY) (1) 
under the basic assumption that T E L + F: D + Y is weakly A-proper w.r.t. r. 
It will be seen below that the class of weakly A-proper maps is not only well 
suited for the problem at hand, but it is also large enough so as to allow us to 
extend and un$y the abstract existence results and alternatives (under the so- 
called range condition) of Kachurovskii [20,21], Hess [15], NeEas [29], Petryshyn 
[34, 35, 361, Georg [13], Hetzer and Stallbohm [18] and others (see [12,47] for 
more exhaustive literature). As was pointed out by the author in [33, 391 the 
important feature of the A-proper type maps is that, when applied to semilinear 
differential equations, it does not require L to have a compact generalized 
inverse (or resolvent) or F to be compact, monotone, of type (S) or condensing. 
In case (1) is a differential BV Problem our conditions on T = L + F allow 
F: X -+ Y to be weakly continuous or F may depend on the highest order 
derivatives without being Lipschitzian with respect to them as in [8, 17, 181. 
Consequently, our existence results for (1) allow application to broader 
classes of differential BP’ Problems including those whose underlying domain Q 
in Rn is unbounded (see Problem (C)). 
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IncaseD=X,LEL(X,Y)and~=O,thestudyof(l)whenL+F:X-+Y 
is weakly A-proper was initiated by the author in [37], where it was shown that 
if N(L) = (O}, then (1) is solvable for each f in Y and further, using this result 
and the fact that p = 0, it was also proved there (among other results) that if 
N(L) # (0) and (L + F) (B(0, r)) is closed for each r > 0, then (1) is solvable for 
a given f in a Hilbert space Y provided the following asymptotic positivity 
conditions (cf. [22, 30, 10, 2, 81) holds: 
(L) Either i%(Fxj , My) > (f, My) or ~~IJI(Fx, , My) < (f, My) 
whenever 11 xj I/ + CC and xj/ij xj I/ +y E N(L), where M is an 
isomorphism of N(L) onto Yz with Y = Y, @ R(L). 
See [37] for the special cases of the latter esult and its relation to analogous 
results by other authors obtained under more restrictive conditions on F. 
Unlike the work in [37], the emphasis in this paper is on establishing the 
Fredhol alternative for (1) when L: D C X-t Y is unbounded, p > 0 and 
T = L + F: D -+ Y is weakly A-proper and then apply these results to the 
solvability of some ordinary and partial differential equations. Thus, it is first 
shown in Section 1 that if L is injective, then there exists pL > 0 such that (1) 
has a solution in D for each f in Y provided I F I < cur. . This result, stated 
without proof in [39], provides a surjectivity heorem for a very general class 
of maps. A number of its special cases is discussed in Section 2. Using the above 
surjectivity heorem, it is then shown, among other results, that if N(L) # (0) 
and F satisfies the range condition 
(R) F(x) E R(L) for allx in D, 
then there exists TV > 0 (depending on L and r) such that if I F I < CL, Eq. (1) 
has a solution in D if and only if f E R(L). After considering a number of special 
cases of this result, it is then used in Section 2 to establish a Fredholm alternative 
for (1) and its “adjoint” equation, which extends and unifies the alternatives in
[20, 15, 34, 35, 181. 
In Section 3 we show what type of BV Problems for ODE’s and PDE’s can 
be treated by our existence results. Thus, in Problem (A) we establish the sol- 
vability in X C Waz([O, 11) of 
(A) -(p(t) u’)’ - b(t, u, u’, u”) = f (t) (t E (0, l),fEL2) 
u’(0) = u’(1) = 0 
assuming that p E Cl, p(t) > p, > 0 and b: [0, l] x R3 + R is continuous and 
there exist b, > 0, d E [0, p,,), (J E [0, l] and h E L2 such that for 4, s, r, rl , r2 E R: 
I b(t, s s, r)I < h(l Q lo + I s lo + I r 19 + h(t), 
[WY 4, s, rl) - W, 4, s, rdl Pl - r21 t --d I yl - r2 12. 
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In Problem (B) we establish the weak solvability w.r.t. a given space I; of 
wzm(Q) V 1 %-CQN of th e semilinear elliptic BV Problem 
with the assumption that the linear part is strongly elliptic but not symmetric 
and b: Q x Rsm + R satisfies the Caratheodory conditions and there exist 
b, > 0, u E [0, 11 and h eL2 such that 
for x E Q and .& E RSe. Various conditions are imposed on b&(x, 5) which ensure 
that F determined by the nonlinear part in (B) is such that L $ F: V + V is 
weakly A-proper. 
In Problem (C) the abstract result is modelled on situations which arise when 
one attempts to treat semilinear elliptic Bv Problems on unbounded domains 
in Rn. That is, we consider 
(C) Au - Au + Gu =f (u E D(A),~G H, h E R), 
where His a separable Hilbert space, A is a densely defined self adjoint operator 
whose essential spectrum a,(A) is bounded below, and G: D(A + f)1’2 + H 
is such that j/ GU ll/ll u IIE + 0 as ]I u IIE - w and either G = Gr + G, with Gs 
compact and Gr monotone, or G, completely continuous and Gr weakly continu- 
ous or even of type (M). The case when A is also strongly positive has been 
studied in [38] when N(L) = {0} and in [37] when N(L) # (0) and asymptotic 
condition (L) holds. 
Finally, let me remark that when N(L) # (0) then, as is well known, Eq. (1) 
need not be solvable for eachf in Y even when p = 0 and F is compact. Indeed, 
in this case (1) is solvable only for thosef’s in Y which satisfy either some sort of 
the asymptotic positivity condition of Landesman-Lazer type ((L) being one of 
its forms) or the range condition (R). It was shown by Dancer [5] that (Ii) is 
rather restrictive at least when one deals with second order elliptic equations 
with sufficiently smooth coefficients and when the nonlinearity F depends only 
on x E Q and U(X). Nevertheless, as was pointed out in [5, 15, 20, 35, 181 and in 
this paper, there are nontrivial integral and differential equations with F depend- 
ing on u and its derivatives and for which (R) holds. Thus it makes sense to 
study the solvability of (1) when N(L) # {O] and (R) holds when p > 0 and 
T = L + F: D C X - Y satisfies the above weak condition of being weakly 
A-proper. 
1. Let (X, Y) be two separable real Banach spaces, D C X a linear 
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subspace of X, {X,> C D and {Y,} C Y se q uences of oriented finite dimensional 
spaces, and Qn a projection of Y onto Y, for each n EN. We use the same 
symbol ]I * ]I to denote the norms in X and Y, while ‘I-+” and “-” are used to 
denote the strong and the weak convergence respectively. 
DEFINITION 1.1. The scheme I’ = {X, , Y, , Qn} is called admissible for 
maps from D to Y provided dim X, = dim Y, for each n E N, dist(x, X,) + 0 
for each x E D and Qlay --+ y in Y for each y in Y. In case Y is a Hilbert space the 
projections Qn’s are always assumed to be orthogonal. 
It will be seen below that the following class of maps is not only well suited 
for the study of the existence of solutions of semilinear equations of the form (l), 
but it is also large enough so as to allow us to extend and unify a number of 
abstract existence results. 
DEFINITION 1.2. T: D C X -+ Y is said to be weakly A-proper (resp. 
A-proper) w.r.t. r if and only if T, = QnT Ix,: X, -+ Y,, is continuous for each 
n E N and if {xn, / xnj E X,,} is any bounded sequence such that Tnj(x,i) + g 
for some g in Y, then there exist a subsequence {x,,(3 and x E D such that 
x,,,(~) - x in X (resp. x,~(,) - x in C) and TX = g. 
‘Clearly every A-proper map is weakly A-proper but the converse is not true. 
The examples and the generality of the class of weakly A-proper mappings will 
be indicated later (see also [37, 381). 
Following [14] we say that F: X-t Y is quasibounded with quasinorm j F / 
if 
It is obvious that if there exist a, b E R+ such that /I Fx 11 < a I/ x I/ + b for all x 
in X, then F is quasibounded with 1 F j < a. 
Our first basic result in this paper is Theorem I .l below which extends 
considerably the main Theorem 1 in [35] which, as was noted in [35], unified 
and extended the corresponding results in [20, 15, 29, 341. As we shall see in 
Section 2, Theorem 1.1 also extends the recent result of [I 81 when perturbations 
are of ball-contractive type acting in ri-spaces. 
Before we state it, we first recall that a linear (not necessarily bounded) 
map L: D C X -+ Y is called Fredholm if its null space N(L) has dim (L) s 
a(L) < 00, /3(L) = dim(Y/R(L)) < co, L is closed and its range R(L) is closed. 
In this case the index of L is defined by ind(L) = or(L) - /3(L). A nonlinear 
map F: X---f Y is said to be demicontinuous if xj + x in X, then Fxj - Fx in Y 
asj+co. 
THEOREM 1 .I. Suppose L: D C X - Y is a (not necessarily bounded) Fredholm 
map of ind(L) = 0, A-proper w.r.t. r and N(L) # {O}. Let F: X-t Y be a demi- 
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continuous quasibounded map such that T = L + F is weakly A-proper w.r.t. P
and the following range condition holds: 
F(x) E R(L) for all x E D. (1.2) 
Then there exists a constant t.sK > 0 (depending on the bijection K = L + C: 
D + Y) such that if 1 F 1 < pLK, the equation 
Lx+Fx=f (xED,fEY) (1.3) 
has a solution x E D if and only iff E R(L). 
As we shall see below, the proof of Theorem 1.1 is based on the properties of 
A-proper maps, Brouwer degree theory and the following new theorem for 
Eq. (1.3) when N(L) = {0}, w ic is of interest in its own right. h h 
THEOREM 1.2. Let A: D + Y be a linear (not necessarily bounded) injective 
map which is A-proper w.r.t. P and let F: X + Y be a demicontinuous map such 
that A + F: D -+ Y is weakly A-proper w.r.t. P. Then there exists a constant 
pa > 0 such that ;f j F 1 < pa , the equation 
Ax+Fx=f (xED,fEY) (1.4) 
has a solution in D for each f in Y. 
Since Theorem 1.2 will be deduced as a special case of Theorem 1.3 below, 
we omit its proof. 
Proof of Theorem 1 .I. Since L: D -+ Y is Fredholm of ind(L) = 0, there, 
exist closed subspaces Xi of X and Y, of Y with dim Yi = or(L) such that 
X=N(L)@X,,L(D,)=R(L) where D,=XInD,L,=L1bl:DI+Y is 
injective, and Y = Yi @ R(L). Let M be any isomorphism of N(L) onto Yi , P a 
linear projection of X onto N(L), and K: D -+ Y a linear map defined by 
K = L + C, where C = IMP. Since C is compact and L is A-proper, K is also 
A-proper w.r.t. r. Moreover, K is injective. Indeed, if Kx = Lx + Cx = 0 
for some x E D, then Lx = -Cx and since R(L) n Yi = (O} it follows that 
Lx = 0 and Cx = 0. Hence MPx = 0, i.e., Px = 0 since M is injective. Thus, 
x E D, with Lx = L,x = 0 and so x = 0 since L, is injective. 
Now we claim that K + F remains weakly A-proper w.r.t. r. Indeed, let 
{x,~ / x,~ E X,i) be any bounded sequence such that Kn,(x,J + F,,,(x,j) +g
for someg in Y. Since K,,(xnj) = L,Jx,,) + C,,,(x,,), C is compact and { Y, , Q,,} 
is complete for Y, we may assume without loss of generality that Cx,, + w and 
QnjCx,$ + w for some w in Y. Hence L,Jx,$) + F&x,,) +g - w m Y. This 
and the weak A-properness of L + F: D + Y imply the existence of a subse- 
quence (xnicJ and x in D such that xn,(,, - x in X and Lx + Fx = g - w. But 
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then CX~,(~, -tCx=wandthusKx+Fx=g,i.e.,KfF:D-+Yisweakly 
A-proper w.r.t. r with K injective and A-proper w.r.t. r. 
Hence, by Theorem 1.2 with A = K, there exist a constant pK > 0 such that 
if 1 F 1 < Pi, then for each f in Y there exists x E D such that Kx + Fx = f, 
i.e., Lx + Cx + Fx = f. Suppose now that f E R(L) and (1.2) holds, then 
Cx = f - Lx - Fx E R(L). But Cx also lies in Yi and R(L) n Yi = (0). Hence 
Cx = 0, i.e., Lx + Fx = f. If, on the other hand, f E Y is such that Lx + FX = f 
for some x E D, then f E R(L) because of (1.2). Q.E.D. 
Remark 1 .I. When D = X, L is bounded and 1 F 1 = 0, Theorem 1 .l 
includes [35, Theorem 1] established there under the assumption that T = 
L + F is A-proper. As was noted in [35], the latter esult unified and extended 
the corresponding results in [20, 15,341. In Section 2 we shall compare Theorem 
1.1 and its corollary, Theorem 2.2, with recent results of [18]. When D = X 
and L is bounded, Theorem 1.2 was stated without proof by the author in 
[39]. As special cases, it includes the corresponding results [18, 21, 29, 35, 281 
as well as the earlier esults of [14, 20, 40, 451 when Y = X and L = I. For 
related results ee [12, 36, 471. 
Before we state our Theorem 1.3 we need the following 
LEMMA 1.1. If W: DCX+ Y is A-proper w.r.t. r, W(tx) = tW(x) for 
t > 0 and x E D and x = 0 whenever Wx = 0, then there exist a constant pw > 0 
and an integer no > 1 such that 
II W&)ll 2 Pw II x II forallxEX, and n an,,. (1.5) 
Furthermore, if W is also odd (i.e., W(-x) = - Wx Vx E D), then for each 
f E Y there exist x E D such that Wx = f. 
In particular, the above assertions hold if W = A, where A: D -+ Y is the 
linear map in Theorem 1.2. 
Proof. Since W is positively homogeneous, to prove (1.5), it suffices to 
show that (1.5) holds for x E a&(0, 1) for each n >, no, where a&(0, 1) = 
{x E xn 1 II xII = 11. SUPP ose the latter is not true. Then there exists a sequence 
{x, 1 x, E %3,(0, I)} such that Wn(x,) + 0 as n + co. This and the A-properness 
of W imply the existence of a subsequence {xn,} and x E D such that x,~ + x 
and Wx = 0 with [I x 11 = 1, in contradiction to our hypothesis that x = 0 when- 
ever Wx = 0. 
To prove the second part of Lemma 1.1 note that, in view of (1.5), to each 
given f in Y we can choose an r, > 0 such that pwrf - fi /If /I > 0, where 
B 2 IIQZnll for all n, and so II W,(x) - tQnfll 2 pwII XII - Bllf II > 0 for 
x E X, , II x /I = rt and n > n,, .Hence, by the homotopy theorem for Brouwer 
degree, deg( W, , B,(O, r,), 0) = deg( W, - QJ, B,(O, r,), 0) for n > n, . Since 
W,: X, --+ Y, is odd, it follows that 
deg(W, , &do, do) # 0 for n > no . 
409/72/z-7 
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Hence, for each n. > no , there exists x, E B,(O, rJ) such that Wn(x,) = Qnf. 
Since Qnf -+ f in Y, {xn} is bounded and W is A-proper, there exists {x$} and 
x E D n B(0, rf) such that x, --f x and Wx = f. Q.E.D. 1 
To state the extension of Theorem 1.2 we first recall that for any set ‘c/ in X 
the map H: [0, l] x V+ Y is called an A-proper (w.r.t. r) homotopy provided 
that H,: [0, I] x (V n X,) - Y, is continuous for each n and if {+} C [0, I], 
{znj j x,~ E Xnj n V} is bounded and Qn3H(t,?; xn,) -+g for some g m Y, then 
{nj} has a subsequence {njcl,,j such that tlljcL) + t, E [0, 11, x, (~) ---f x0 E; IT and 3 
H(t, , xc,) = g. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let H: [0, l] x D -+ Y be an A-proper homotopy such that 
H(0, .) = W is positively homogeneous, H( 1, .) c W, is odd and H(t, x) # 0 for 
all t E [0, I] and 0 # x E D. Let F: X-• Y be a demicontinuous quasibounded 
map such that W + F: D+ Y is weakly A-proper w.r.t. r with ljQla 11 = I 
and IFI <PW, where pw > 0 is the constant in (1.5). Then the equation 
Wx+Fx=f (xED,fEY) (1.6) 
has a solution x in D for each f in Y. 
Proof. Since W: D -+ Y is positively homogeneous and A-proper w.r.t. r, 
it follows from the first part of Lemma 1 .l that (1.5) holds for each n > n, . 
We now claim that to each r > 0 there corresponds an integer n, > no such that 
H,(t, x) # 0 for all x E aB,(O, r), all t E [0, l] and each n > n, . Indeed, if this 
were not the case, then there would exist an r > 0, {tn,> C [0, l] and {xn, ! xnj E 
aB,$(O, r)} such that Hnj(tnj , x,J = 0 for each j E N. It follows from this and 
the assumption that H: [0, l] x D -+ Y is an A-proper homotopy that there 
exists a subsequence {njclc,} of {nj} such that tnJtkj 4 t, E [0, I], xnjo) --j x0 E D 
and H(t, , x,,) = 0 with /] x0 II = r, in contradiction to our assumption that 
H(x, t) # 0 for t E [0, l] and 0 # x E D. This implies that deg(H,(t, a), B,(O, r), 0) 
is constant in t E [0, l] for each n 3 n, . ln view of this and the fact 
that H,( 1, .) = WI, is odd, we have that deg( WI, , B,(O, r), 0) # 0 for each 
n > n, and hence 
deg(H,(O, .), B&l, r), 0) = deg(W, , &do, r), 0) # 0. (1.7) 
Next we claim that to each f in Y there exist r, > 0 and n, E N with n, > n, 
such that 
W,(x) + t(F&) - Qnf) f 0 Vx E a,B(O, rf) Vn 2 n, , t E [0, 11. (1.8) 
Indeed, if (1.8) were not true for somef in Y, then there would exist sequences 
{xnj Ixnj EXnj) and &I C [O, 11 such that lIx,,Il+co asj-+cc and 
Wn,(xn,) + tn,K&nJ - Qnjf 1 = 0 VjiN. (1.9) 
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Let E > 0 be an arbitrary number such that pW - j F / - E > 0. Then, since 
jj x, /I - 00 as j --f co, there exists j,, > 1 such that jj F(x,j)\\ < (1 F / + l ) I] xnf // 
for 3 > j, . Since /( Qn (1 = 1 for all n E N, it follows from the last inequality, 
(1.5) and (1.9) that pw I/ x,:, II < (IF I + c> II x,, II + llfll for j 2.k or pw G 
(IF i + c> + llfll/ll xnjII for] ajo. S ince I/ x,, ~1 + co as j 4 co, it follows from 
the last inequality that pLw < j F 1 + E f or each small E > 0. This contradicts our 
assumption that 1 F j < pw . Thus (1.8) is true for each n > nf . In view of this 
and (1.7) with Y = rr and n, = nf , the homotopy theorem for Bouwer degree 
implies that deg(W, + F, + Qnf, B,(O, rr), 0) # 0 for each n >, nf . Hence 
for each such n there exist x, E B,(O, rf) such that WJx,) + F,(x,) =- Qnf. 
Since Qnf ---f f and W + F: D + Y is weakly A-proper, there exist a subse- 
quence {x,>} and x E D n B(0, rr) such that xn) - .x in X and Wx +- Fx = j. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark 1.2. If W: D + Y in Theorem 1.3 is also assumed to be odd and 
x = 0 whenever Wx = 0, then for A-proper homotopy H between W and 
W, = W we can take the trivial homotopy H(t, x) = W(x) for x E D and 
t E [0, I]. In this case the conclusion of Theorem 1.3 holds for Eq. (1.6) pro- 
vided 1 F / < pw . The latter certainly holds if W = A, where A: D ---f Y is 
the linear, injective and A-proper map in Theorem I .2. Consequently, Theorem 
I .2 is a special case of Theorem 1.3. 
Remark 1.3. Theorem 1.3 contains essentially Theorem 2 in [35] for 
A-proper maps and the corresponding results of [15, 291 for maps of type (S). 
It will be shown in Section 2 that for any given (not necessarily bounded) 
Fredholm map L: D C X-t Y of ind(L) = 0 one can construct an admissible 
scheme r’, such that L is A-proper w.r.t. I’, . Moreover, if i? X- Y is 
L-compact in the sense of Mahwin (see [12]), then it is not hard to show that 
r?; = L + P: D + Y is A-proper w.r.t. r, . Consequently, Lemma 4.2 of [26], 
which is an extension of a theorem of [l 11, follows from our Theorem 1.3. 
Remark 1.4. For Theorems 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 to be of practical usefulness 
the basic problem is to estimate the constants pK , pA and pW which depend 
on the shceme I’ and the operators K, A and W, respectively. In case of linear 
operators, this amounts to showing that /I Kil /I < pK or 11 4i1 I/ < y, for 
pt > a,, and the estimate of pK and pA in this case can be given if, for example, X 
and Y are suitable Hilbert spaces and r = {X, , Y, , Qn} is constructed by 
using a coordinate system which is strongly minimal in the sense of Mikhlin 
[27]. See Section 2 for furthe discussion of this problem. 
2. In Theorem 1.1 it was assumed that L: D C X + Y is Fredholm of 
ind(L) = 0 and A-proper w.r.t. a given admissible scheme r = {X, , Y,, , QJ 
with {X,} CD. We will now show that for any given (not necessarily bounded) 
Fredholm map L: D C X -+ Y of ind(L) = 0 we can construct an admissible 
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scheme w.r.t. which L will be A-proper. see [37] when D = X and L is 
bounded. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let r, = {Y, , QJ be a projectionally complete scheme fov 
Y, L: D C X--f Y Fredholm of ind(L) = 0 and C E L(X, Y) any fixed compact 
map such that K = L -I- C: D 4 Y is bijectice. Such maps C exist since ind(L) = 0. 
If we set xn = K-l( Y,) for each n E N, then I’, =: {Tn , Y, , Q,J is an admissible 
scheme and L is A-proper w.r.t. r, . 
Proof. It follows from the classical theory (see [6]) that K is Fredholm of 
ind(K) =I 0 and K: D---f Y is bijective with K-l(Y) = D. Km-l: Y----f X closed 
and thus, by the closed graph theorem, K-l: Y + X is bounded. 
Since (XJ = {K-‘(YJ} C D, to show that r, is admissible we must show 
that dist(x, Xn) --f 0 for each x ED. So let x be any clement in D and put 
y = LG. Since Qny --f y and Qn y E Y, = KXr, , for each n there exists x, E 8, 
such that Kx, = Qn y and x, = K-lQ,y -+ K-ly = x in X because K--l E 
L(Y, X). This shows that r, is admissible for maps from D to Y. 
Since L, = Qc \rr,: .J$?n --f Y, is continuous for each n E N, to show that 
L: D - 1’ is A-proper w.r.t. I’, we must show that if {zn, ] xlat E X,,, is any 
bounded sequence such that LrAj(xn ) -+g for some g in Y, then there exist a 
subsequence {xnjcr,} and x E D such that x,~(~) ----f .1: in X and Lx = g. So let 
{x,, ) x, E X,,} be a bounded sequence such that L, (xn ) +g for some g in Y. 
No&, since QiKx = Kx for all x E .& and each n,’ {x%1} is bounded in X, C 
compact and rr complete, we may assume that Cx,, + w and Q,.Cx, --f w 
for some w in Y and note that hn5 = Q,JKx,j) = (L 41 C) (x,,) -+g k w’in I’. 
Hence x, = K-lh,. +K-l(g+w)=x in X with XED and Kx=g+w. 
This and ;he fact that CX,~ -+ Cx = w imply that Lx = g, i.e., L is A-proper 
w.r.t. r, . Q.E.D. 
To deduce a useful corollary of Theorem 1.1 we first establish the following. 
LEMMA 2.2 Let D, L, K, ry and r, be as in Lemma 2.1. If F: X+ Y is a 
bounded demicontinuous map such that G = I + FK--1: Y + Y is weakly A-proper 
w.y.t. ry , then T = L + F: D -+ Y is weakly A-proper w.r.t. r, . 
Proof. Let (x,~ / x,$ E Xaj} be any sequence bounded in X such that g,$ z 
Qn.(L +F) (xn,)-v f or some g in Y. Since QnKx = Kx = Lx + Cx for all 
x; X, and each n, we see that g .“, = KxBj + QnjF(xnj) - Qnjcxnj -g as 
j -+ cc. Setting yn = Kx,~ for each] E N we note that yn, E Y,,, for each j and 
{y,$} is bounded ;h Y because F, C, {Qnj} and {g,i> are bounded and moreover 
g,, G yn + Qn F(K-lynx) - QSjC(K-lynj) -+ g in Y. Since {K-lylaJ is bounded 
in’X, C is comiact and rr complete in Y, we may assume that C(K-lynj) - u 
and Q,jC(K-lynj) + u for some u in Y. Hence ynj + QajF(K-lyn,) = gni -t 
Q,jC(K-ly,i) -g + u in Y. This and the weak A-properness of I + F(K-1) 
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w.r.t. I’, imply the existence of a subsequence {ynj,,} and y E Y such that 
YAjk) - y in Y and y + F(K-ly) = g + I(. Thus, smce zcnitKj := k’-l~,~~~, - 
K-ly in X and CK-‘ynj -+ CK-ly in Y, we see that u = CK-ly and setting 
x = K-ly, we obtain the equality Lx + Fx = g with x E D and x,,(~) - x in 
X, i.e., T = L + F: D--f Y is weakly A-proper w.r.t. r, . Q.E.D. 
Remark 2.0. It is not hard to show that the converse to Lemma 2.2 is also 
true if either Y is reflexive or L is bounded. The same arguments also show that 
if G: Y---f Y is A-proper w.r.t. ry , then T: D - Y is A-proper w.r.t. r, . 
The converse in this case is true ifL is bounded or F is continuous. 
In view of Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.1 
is the following 
THEOREM 2.1. Let r, = {Y, , Q,,> be complete for Y, L: D C X + Y a 
Fredholm map of ind(L) = 0 with N(L) f (0) and F: X + Y a bounded demi- 
continuous and quasibounded map such that I + F(L + C)-l: Y---f Y is weakly 
A-proper w.r.t. ry . Suppose further that 
Fx E R(L) for all x E D. (2.1) 
Then there is p.K > 0 such that if j F 1 < pK , Eq. (I .3) (i.e. Lx + Fx == f) has a 
solution x in D if and only if f E R(L). 
In [37, 391 the author exhibited a class of weakly A-proper maps T = L + F 
D = X and L is bounded. When D is a linear subset of X and L: D--t Y is 
unbounded, the problem of providing condtions under which L + F: D --+ Y 
is weakly A-proper is somewhat more complicated. However, in view of Lemma 
2.2, one knowns that under certain conditions the map L - F: D + Y is 
weakly A-proper w.r.t. r, whenever I + FK-l: Y - Y is weakly A-proper 
w.r.t. rr . Hence, for Theorem 2.1 to be useful, it is important to find conditions 
onF which would ensure the weak A-properness of I + FK-I: Y + Y w.r.t. rr. 
The following proposition, which is related to [37, Lemma 2.11, provides a 
partial answer to this problem and at the same time indicates the type of maps 
T = L + F: D -+ Y to which the above existence theorems apply. 
To state our next proposition, we first recall some definitions and needed facts 
(see [l, 31, 38, 411 for more details). 
A map F: X-f- Y is weakly continuous if {xn} C X is a sequence such that 
xj - x in X, then Fxi - Fx in Y. If Y is a Hilbert space, then F is said to be of 
type (KM) if {x,] C D is a sequence such that Kx, - Kx in Y for some ?c in D, 
Fx, - g in Y and lim sup(Fxj , Kxj) < (g, Kx), then Fx = g. If B is any bounded 
set in X, then the ball-measure of noncompactness of B, x(B), is defined by x(B) = 
inf{r > 0 j B is covered by finitely many balls of radii < rj. It follows that B is 
compact if and only if x(B) = 0. A continuous bounded map F: X + Y is said 
to be k-ball-contractive if x(F(B)) < kx(B) for each bounded set B C X and 
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some k > 0. It follows immediately that F is compact if and only if F is O-ball- 
contractive. F is called Ml-condensing if x(F(B)) < x(B) for each bounded set 
B C X with x(B). For properties of x and examples of k-ball-contractive 
maps see [31, 41, 34, 461. 
In what follows we shall need the following results. It was shown in [16] that 
each Fredholm map L: D C X-t Y satisfies the relation: Z(L) = sup{r > 0 j q(B) 
.< x(L(B)) for each bounded B C D} > 0 and that L;? I?(L) + X is l/Z(L)- 
ball-contractive. Theorem 1 in [46] and Toland-Webb lemma in [44] will also 
be used. In virtue of Lemma 2.2 and Remark 2.0, the following proposition 
exhibits the various classes of mappings T == L + F: DC X + Y which are 
weakly A-proper or A-proper w.r.t. r, . 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let L: D C X + Y beFredholm of ind(L) = 0, K =y L + C, 
I’>. = .[1-r, , QV) projectionally complete and G = I + FK-I. Then: 
(i) G is weakly A-proper w.r.t. r, if one of the following holds: 
(hl ) Y is uniformly convex and F: X + Y is weak& continuous. 
(h2) Y is a Hilbert space and F is of type (KM). 
(ii) G is A-proper w.r.t. r, if one of the following holds: 
(h3) Either F: X--f Y OY K-l: Y - X is compact, 
(h4) F: X + Y is k-ball-contractive with k E [0, Z(L)) and 11 Q2n I/ = 1. 
(h.5) Y is a Hilbert space, Qn C QZn+l for n E N, F = F1 + F, where F1 
satisJies (h4) and Fg is continuous and K-monotone on D, i.e., (F,x, - F,x, , 
Kx, - Kx2) 3 0 for x1 , x2 E D. 
Proof. (i) Suppose first hat (hl) holds. To show that G is weakly A-proper 
w.r.t. r,. , let { yn, / yn E Y,?) be any bounded sequence such that QlajG( y,J + g 
in Y for some g ih Y. Since {y,,} is bounded and Y is reflexive, we may assume 
that Y,~, -J in Y. Now let / be the normalized duality map of Y into Y*. It is 
known (see [4]) that, since Y is uniformly convex, the map J is single-valued, 
continuous, bijective and QiJy = Jy f or all y in Y, and each n E N. Since G 
is weakly continuous and yni - 9, it follows that Gy%, - GJj in Y and so if z 
is any element in Y and we set x, : Qn.a we see that Qt Jz, = Jx, and Jell + Jz 
in I’. Consequently, 
i.e., (Gy - g, J.z) = 0 for each z in Y. Since J is bijective, it follows from this 
that GT = g, i.e., G is weakly A-proper w.r.t. r, . 
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Suppose now that (h2) holds. First it is easy to see that if F is of type (KM), 
then FK-I: Y -+ Y is of type (M) and consequently, as in [37], one shows that 
G = I + FK-lis also of type(M) thus weakly A-proper by Lemma2.1 in[37]. 
(ii) When (h3) holds, then FK-l is compact and thus G is trivially A-pro- 
per w.r.t. rr . Suppose now that (h4) holds. Since L;‘: R(L) -+ X is l/Z(L)- 
ball-contractive and KL;l(B) = B for any bounded set B C R(L), it follows that 
L;l(B) = K-l@) an d so x(K-l(B)) = x(L;l(B) < l/Z(L) x(B). Now, let B be 
any bounded set in Y and let Q be a projection of Y onto Yr . Then x(K-l(B)) < 
xF'(QPN + xFV - Q> PN G x(K-‘(1 - I?) (4) G l/W x(V - Q) (f9) 
-G l/Z(L) x(B), i.e., K-l: Y 4 Y is also l/Z(L)-ball-contractive and, therefore 
FK-l is K/Z(L)-b ll- a contractive with k/Z(L) < 1. Thus G = 1+ FK-l is A-proper 
w.r.t. rr by Theorem 1 in [46]. Finally, when (h5) holds, then G = 1+ FK-l = 
I + F,K-1 + F.&l: Y - Y is such that F,K? is /x,/Z(L)-ball-contractive with 
k,/Z(L) < 1 and F,K-l is continuous and monotone. Hence, by a lemma due to 
Toland and Webb (see [44]), G is A-proper w.r.t. Z’r . Q.E.D. 
Remark 2.1. It will be seen in Section 3 that very often one can reformulate 
Eq. (1.3) as an equivalent equation pu = Lu + pu = g, where F acts either in 
X or in Y and is weakly A-proper or A-proper (depending on T) w.r.t. a suitable 
admissible shceme (see [44, 37, 391). 
In view of Proposition 2.1, an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1 is the 
following result. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Suppose ry , L and K are as in Theorem 2.1 and F: X + Y 
is a bounded and quasibounded map such that (2.1) holds. If we additionally assume 
that F is such that any one of thefive hypotheses of Proposition 2.1 holds, then there 
exists pK > 0 such that if 1 F / < ~1~ , Eq. (1.3) has a solution x in D if and only ;f 
f E R(L)* 
Remark 2.2. In connection with the problem mentioned in Remark 1.3, 
it should be noted that since the admissible scheme in Theorem 2.1 and Corol- 
lary 2.1 is given by r, = {& , Y, , Qn} with K(X,J = Y, , it follows that 
QnKx=Kx=(L+C)(x)f 11 or a x E X* and each n E N. Hence, as we shall 
see in Section 3, in this case it is easier to determine a good lower bound for the 
constant pK > 0 since it is the largest positive number such that for all sufficiently 
large n we have I/ Kx /j > pK (1 x jl for all x E X, and thus it depends essentially 
on the operators L and C and not on the scheme. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose L: D C X + Y is FredhoZm of ind(L) = 0, 
L, E L(X, Y) is k,-ball-contractive with k, E [0, Z(L)) and E: X+ Y a demi- 
continuous bounded map such that T, = L + L, + E is weakZy A-proper w.r.t. 
TK , II Ex II/II x II + 0 U.T II x II - * and 
E(x) E R(L + L,) for aZZ x E D. (2.3) 
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Then the equation 
Lx+L,xfF,x=f (xcD,fEY) 
has a solution in D if and only iff E R(L + L,). 
Proof. We shall deduce Theorem 2.2 from Theorem 1.1. First, since L is 
Fredholm of ind(L) = 0 and L, E L(X, Y) is A,,-ball-contractive w thk,, E [0, Z(L)), 
it follows from [16, Theorem 21 and [18, Lemma l] that L + L, is Fredholm of 
ind(L + L,) = ind(L) = 0. M oreover, Proposition 2.l(ii) implies that L + L,: 
D --+ Y is A-proper w.r.t. I’, . Since T,, = L + L, + E is weakly A-proper 
w.r.t. l-, and 1 E j = 0, Theorem 2.2 follows from Theorem 1.1 when in the 
latter L is replaced by L + L, , F by E and for r we take I’ = r, . Q.E.D. 
Remark 2.3. It is easy to see that by specializing the map F in Corollary 2.1 
or E in Theorem 2.2 we deduce from them a number of known as well as a 
number of new and more general existence results. Thus, for example, in virtue 
of Proposition 2.l(ii), the map TO: D -+ Y is certainly weakly A-proper if 
F = L, + F,: D -+ Y is k,-ball-contractive with $ E [0, Z(L)). Hence Theorem 3 
in [I81 is a special case of Theorem 2.2 for the case when Y has a projectionally 
complete scheme and the nonlinear maps are k-ball-contractive. The earlier 
results of [21] and [34] when Y = X and L = I also follow from Remark 2.2. 
The new results are deduced when F: X 3 Y is either weakly continuous or of 
type (KM) or when E = Fl + F, with Fl and F2 satisfying (h4) and (h5) of 
Proposition 2. I , respectively. 
We now use Theorem 2.2 to obtain a generalization of Fredholm alternatives 
obtained in [20, 34, 35, 181 (see also [12, 15, 361). 
In case D is dense in X, L has the adjoint operator L*: D* 1~ D(L*) C 
Y* -+ Y* and hence if F: D + Y and l? D* -+ X* are nonlinear maps such 
thatL+F: D-+ Y andL* +P: D* -+ X* are weakly A-proper w.r.t. suitable 
admissible schemes, then using Theorem 2.2 and the properties of adjoint 
operators we can obtain for the equations 
Lx$Fx=f (xED,fE Y), L*u+l% =g (ucD*,gEX*) 
a Fredholm alternative which extends and unifies the corresponding alternatives 
of the above mentioned authors. 
It was noted in [18] that in some cases, when applying these alternatives to 
differential or integral equations, it is more convenient to formulate them in 
terms of dual systems. 
Let X, 2, Y, P be Banach spaces and < , )i , ( , >a continuous bilinear 
forms on X x 2, Y x p. (X, 2, ( , )i) or (Y, p, ( , )a) is called a dual 
system. We shall use the following known result about Fredholm operators 
(see [18, 191). 
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LEMMA 2.3. Let (X, 3, ( , )1) and (Y, p, ( , )2) be dual systems, L: D = 
D(L) C X + Y and Lt: Dt = D(Lt) C 2 Fredholm maps of ind(L) = ind(Lt) = 0 
with D = X such that 
<Lx, Yh = <x9 LtYh forxED and FEDS. (2.5) 
Then : 
(a) a(L) = ar(Lt); (b) R(L) = N(Lt)l; (c) R(Lt) = N(L)A. 
Note that since D = X, there exists at most one Lt which satisfies (2.5). 
In what follows we assume that Y and k have projectionally complete schemes 
rr and I” respectively, with their projections of norm one. We complete this 
section with the following alternative based on Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 2.3. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let the spaces X, 2, Y, Y and the maps L and Lt be as in 
Lemma 2.3. Let L, EL(X, Y) be k,-ball-contractive with k, E [0, Z(L)) and Lot E 
L(p, a) k,t-ball-contractive w th k,t E [0, Z(Lt)) such that 
CGIX, 9>2 = <XT -hwl forxEX and YET. (2.6) 
Suppose E: X -+ Y and I!?: P + 2 are demicontinuous bounded mappings such that 
T,, = L + L, + E: D-t Y is weakly A-proper w.r.t. I’, with 1 E 1 = 0 and 
~0=Lt+L,t+~:DtCP-t8 is weakly A-proper w.r.t. rR with / I? j = 0. 
Then either T, and T,, are onto or N(L + L,) # (0). In the latter case we have: 
(i) If R(E) C N(Lt + Lot)‘-, the-n R(T,) = N(Lt + Lo”)’ 
(ii) If R(e) C N(L + L,,)l, then R(T,,) = N(L + L,)l. 
Proof. (i) If N(L + L,) = {0}, then L + L, is onto and the same is true for 
T,, by Theorem 2.2. By Lemma 2.3 applied to L + L, , R(Lt + L,t) = 
N(L + L,)l = X and hence by Theorem 2.2, R( rf,) = a. If now N(L + L,) # 
{0}, then, if R(E) C N(Lt + Lot)l, R(E) C R(L + L,) by Lemma 2.3 and hence 
R(T,) = R(L + L,) = N(Lt + L,t)l a g ain by Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 2.2. 
One uses the same argument to establish (ii). Q.E.D. 
Remark 2.4. When X = X* and Y = Y*, then the adjoints L* (resp. L$) 
of L (resp. L,) exist and satisfy (2.5) (resp. (2.6)) with respect to the canonical 
bilinear form (x, y) = y(x), where y(x) denotes the value of the functional y
in X* (or Y*) at x in X (or in Y). 
Remark 2.5. The observation concerning the various special cases made in 
Remark 2.3 is also valid in case of Theorem 2.3. That is, by specializing E, I? 
and/or L, L, we deduce from Theorem 2.3 a number of known as well as some 
new Fredholm alternatives. In particular, Theorem 2.3 includes [lg, Theorem 41 
when T = L, + E and p = Lot + ,!? are p,-ball-contractive (with p, = k, and 
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p, = Kst), [34, Theorem l] when Y == X and L =- I, and [20, Theorem 1 to 41 
when L = X, L = I and the maps are compact. Of course, unlike the results 
in [18, 20, 341, we assume that the spaces in Theorem 2.3 have projectionally 
complete schemes. The new alternatives are deduced from Theorem 2.3 when E 
or I? satisfies any one of the hypotheses of the type (hl) or (h5) of Proposition 
2.1. 
3. In this section we deduce some consequences of the results of 
Sections 1 and 2 for semilinear ordinary and partial differential equations. We 
give examples of BV Problems which cannot be handled by the coincidence 
degree theories involving compact or R-set-contractive p rturbations F: X - Y 
of Fredholm maps L: D C X+ Y of ind(L) = 0 developed in [25] and [16] 
respectively. However, as we shall see, the abstract results for the more general 
class of weakly A-proper mappings are applicable. 
Problem (A). For the sake of simplicity we first consider the solvability of 
the Newmann BV Problem for the second order OD Equation of the form 
-(p(t) u’(t))’ - b(t, u, u’, u”) =f(t) 
u’(0) = U’(1) = 0. 
(t E (0, 1)) 
(3.1) 
To state the hypotheses under which (3.1) has a solution in W,2 = W:([O, 11) 
for a given f in L2([0, 11) = L2, we let Y = L2 and X = {u 1 u E Wg2, u’(0) = 
u’( 1) = 0}, where Y and X are separable real Hilbert spaces with the respective 
norms II u !I and /I . II2 = <Zfzo II u(i) II) Ii2 and the corresponding inner products 
( , ) and ( , )a. To solve (3.1) we impose the following conditions on the 
functions on p and b. 
(al) p E Cl([O, 11) and p, = min{p(t) / t E [0, l]> > 0 
(a2) b: [0, I] x RR3 + R is continuous and there exist constants b, > 0, 
d E [0, p,) and u E [0, I] and h E L2([0, 11) such that 
I b(t, q, s, r)l < &,(I q lo -C I s ID + I r I") + 44 
(3.2) 
.for tE [0, l] and q, s, r E R, 
[b(t, q s, rl) - b(t, q, s, rA1 [rl - r21 
> -d 1 r1 - r2 I2 for t E [0, 11 and q, s, r1 , r2 E R. (3.3) 
Defining the operator L: X - Y by L(u) (t) = -(p(t) u’(t))’ for u E X and 
t E [0, 11, it is easy to show that L E L(X, Y) is Fredholm of ind(L) = 0, N(L) 
consists of constant functions, R(L) = {u I u E Y, si u(t) dt = 0) and Y = 
R(L) @ N(L). To show that L: X ---f Y is A-proper w.r.t. to a suitable admissible 
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scheme, we let {X,} C X be a sequence of finite dimensional spaces such that 
dist(u, X,) = inf{ll u - ZI /Is 1ZI E X,} -+ 0 as n -+ co for each u in X. Let 
K,: X-+ Y be the linear homeomorphism given by K,u = -ri’ + ?I for u E X 
and, for each n EN, let ?n = Ki(X,) C Y. Then, if Qn: Y---f pn denote the 
orthogonal projections, the scheme f = (X, , pn , Qn} is admissible for maps 
from X to Y. Now, it is easy to check that for all u and v in X 
(Lu - La, K,u - K,v) 3 p, 1~ u - v 11; -&u - v), (3.4) 
where-the functional 6: X ---f R is given by $(u - v) = (p’(u’ - v’), U” - v”) - 
p, (/ u - v ‘1”. Since q(O) = 0 and, by S o o ev Imbedding Theorem, $(z+ - us) b 1 
+ 0 whenever uj - u,, in X, it follows from (3.4) and the assertion (J3) of 
Theorem 3.1 J in [33] that L is A-proper w.r.t. l? 
Now, in view of (a2), F: X- Y, defined by F(u) (t) = --b(t, u, u’, u”) for 
t E [0, l] and u E X, is bounded, continuous and, by Holder’s inequality, 
IIF ~~,I/u!l;+l/~ll for u E X. (3.5) 
LEMMA 3.1. If conditions (al) and (a2) hoEd, then T = L + F: X + Y is 
A-proper w.r.t. l? 
Proof. Since Ki: X - Y is a linear homeomorphism and p, = K,(X,), 
in view of Theorem 3.1 J in [33], to prove Lemma 3.1 it suffices to show that there 
exist y,, > 0 and a functional 4: X + R with 4(O) = 0 which is weakly upper 
semicontinuous at 0 and such that 
(Tu - TV, K,u - K,v) > yO I/ u - z, 11; - $(u - v) vu, v E x. (3.6) 
Now, if we define V: X x X-+ Y by V(u, v) = --b(t, u, u’, v”), then (a2) 
implies that 5’ is bounded and continuous and that for all U, 2r E X: 
(I+, u) - V(u, v), Kp - K,w) 3 -d II u* - 7Y [/2 - (V(U) 7J) - qv, v), u - v). 
Hence, for all U, z1 E H we have 
(Fu - FE, k;u - K,v) > -d/j u” - v” 112 - (V(u, u) - V(u, v), u - v) 
+ (Q, v) - V(z)> 74, K,u - Ku). (3.7) 
It follows from (3.4) and (3.7) that (3.6) holds with y,, = p, - d > 0 and 
+(u - v) = (p’(u’ - v’), u” - v”) - (p, - d) 11 u - v Ii2 + d // u’ - v’ II2 
- (V(u, u) - V(u, v), 21 - w) + (V(u, n) - V(v, v), Kp - K,v). 
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The above definition of $ implies that d(O) = 0 and that if (uj> C X is such that 
uj - z+, in X, then +(Uj - ~a) -+ 0 as j + CO. The proof of the latter fact follows 
easily from (a2) and the Sobolev Imbedding Theorem and so we omit its details. 
(2.E.D. 
We can now state our existence result for (3.1). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (al) and (a2) be satis$ed. If u E [0, 1) and 
i 
1 
b(t, u, u’, u”) dx = 0 for all u E X, (3.8) 
0 
then (3.1) has a solution in X for a given f in Y if and only if St f dx :- 0. If D == 1 
and (3.8) holds, then the last conclusion also holds provided b, in (3.5) is such that 
b, < Pi, , where pKI > 0 is the constant in (1 S) with W = KI . 
Special Case. In some cases it is easy to estimate the value of pK . Thus, for 
example, if p(t) = 1 for t E [0, 11, then (3.1) reduces to 
1 
-u” - b(t, u, u’, u”) = f(t), u’(0) = u’(1) = 0, (3.1)’ 
and if we now define L: X--f Y by Lu = -u”, then as before we see that 
L E L(X, Y) is Fredholm of ind(L) = 0 with N(L) = {u E X j u constants} and 
R(L) = (24 E Y / J; u dt = 0}, X = N(L) @ X1 and Y = N(L) @ R(L). More- 
over, the orthogonal projections P: X + X and Q: Y + Y with R(P) = N(L) 
and R(Q) = R(L) are given by Pu = u(O) for u E X and Qu = si u dt ofr u E Y. 
Since 
(Lu, 44 3 i! u II: - /I u II2 for u E X, 
the map L is A-proper w.r.t. F and so is the map K = L + P: X - Y since P 
is also compact as a map of X into Y. Moreover, since (Ku, K,u) = (u”, u”) + 
(u’, u’) + (u(O))~, \I K,u /I2 = (u”, u”) + 2(u’, u’) + (u, u) and (~(0))~ 3 p(u, u) - 
(u’, u’) for all u E X, it follows that (Ku, K,u) > I/ u” II2 + + Ii u iI and I/ u /I2 < 
/I K,u II < 21j2 /I u II2 for u E X. Since $ 11 u” II2 >, I/ u‘ II2 for u E X, it follows from 
these inequalities that 
(Ku K,u) 3 4 II uII: for all u E X. (3.9) 
Since QnKIu = K,u for u E X,, for each n E N and Q,, is an orthogonal projection 
of Y onto P, = KIX, , it follows from (3.9) and the Schwarz inequality that 
II Q&u II 2 8~‘~ II u 112 for all u E X, and u E N. 
Thus we see that in this case pK, , > 8-lj2 and hence the following assertion is 
true for (3.1)‘. 
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COROLLARY 3.1. Suppose the function b satisjies condition (a2) with a = 1. 
If (3.8) holds and bI < 8-l/2, then Eq. (3.1)’ has a solution in X for a given f E Y 
;f and only if si f (t) dt = 0. 
Problem B. Let Q CR” be a bounded domain with sufficiently smooth 
boundary ZQ so that the Sobolev Tmbedding Theorem holds on Q. Let Wzna(Q) = 
WSm be the Sobolev space of all real functions u such that u and its generalized 
derivatives D1 EL’(Q) for 1 pi 1 < m, where c1 = (01~ ,..., a ) is the multiindex 
with j ol ~ =- a1 -7 ... + 01, and Da = (a/&& ... (a/ax,)“n. W2m is a separable 
Hilbert space with the inner product and norm 
(u, v’)~ = C j Dau Dav dx, jj u llrnS2 = (u, u):“. 
Ial+ 0 
Let l$‘p be the subspace of W2m which is the completion in W2m-norm of 
Ccm(Q), the set of infinitely differentiable functions with compact support in Q. 
To discuss the weak solvability of the BV Problem (B) we must introduce 
some further notation. In what follows we het RSm be the vector space whose 
elements are t = (6,: ( ol / < m}, 7 = {qs: I/3 1 < m - 1} E Rsm-l and each 
t in Rsm we write as a pair (7, 5) with q E RSm-1 and 5 = (5,: 1 01 / = m} E 
RS,,,’ (= RSn~rs,n-~ ). We also set t(u) = (D%: / 01) < m}, T(U) = {D%: 1 01 1 < 
m - 1) and i(u) = {Dau: 1 01 1 = m>. 
For a given f E L2, the Generalized Dirichlet BV Problem for the semilinear 
elliptic equation 
,a,,~,Gm(-l)~e~ Da(aaS(x) D%) + 1 (-l)i”l Dab&, u,..., D’%) =f(x) (3.10) 
Id@ 
is the problem of proving the existence of u E V = W2m, called the weak 
solution of (3.10), such that for all v in V 
c (aJ% Dav) + 1 (b,(x, u, . . . . Dmu), Dbv) = (f, v) (3.11) 
ial,18’$7” I’-I$” 
assuming that the integrals in (3.11) make sense for u and v in V with ( , ) 
denoting the inner product in L2. 
To formulate the above BV Problem, as an equivalent operator equation in V, 
to which the results of Sections 1 and 2 apply, we impose the following condi- 
tions on ama and ba’s. 
(bl) aa4(x) E Lm(Q) for 1 01 / , / /3 I < m and there is c,, > 0 such that 
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(b2) For each / 01 j < m, b,: Q x RSm -+ R satisfies the Carathe’odory condi- 
tions and there are constants b, > 0 and a E [0, l] and h EL” such that 
Ib&,E)I <h(,~ml&J’)+h(r) (E~RSm,~~Q(a4). (3.13) 
To define the Generalized BV Problem w.r.t. V for (3.10), as an operator 
equation in V, we note that by (bl) and (b2) and the results on Nemytskii 
operators (see [24]) imply that the generalized forms 
are well defined on V and there exist bounded continuous maps I,, F: I- + V 
with L linear, such that 
(Lu, a), = 44 4, (Fu, +n = b(u, 4 vu, 21 E v. (3.14) 
Further, to each f in L2 there exists a unique w, E V such that (f, V) = (We , ZI)~ 
for all v E V. Thus, for a given f EL2, u E V is a weak solution of (3.10) if and 
only if u is a solution of 
Lu+Fu=w, (u E v, Wf E V). (3.15; 
To apply Theorems 1 .l and 1.2 to (3.15) note that, since T; is a separable 
Hilbert space, there exists a projectionally complete scheme P,, = (Y, , Qn} 
and thus we have the following extension of [39, Lemma 3.11. 
LEMMA 3.2. If (bl) holds, thenL EL(V, V) is A-proper w.r.t. rv andFredholm 
of ind(L) = 0. If (b2) holds, then there exist b, > 0 and b, > 0 such that 
ilFu L,2 < 4 II * 16,~ + b2 for u E v. (3.16) 
Proof. Since L, = QZnL jr,: Y, --f Y, is continuous for each n E N, to show 
that L: V ---f V is A-proper w.r.t. TV , it suffices to prove that if {u,~ 1 u,,~ my+} 
is any bounded sequence such that L,$(u,~) + g for some g in V, then {u,~~) has 
a convergent subsequence. Now, L can be written in the form L :- L, {- L; , 
where 
(Gu, 7~)~ = C (a,&) Z% Dau) (u, n E V), (3.17) 
ja’=ial=~L 
(L’u, & = 1 (a,&%, Do) (% v E V) (3.18) 
lalsm,ll8llsm 
lal+lSj<2rn 
with L; E L( 8, V) compact in view of the complete continuity of the imbeddings 
of W2m into Wp-’ (see [24]). It is known that A-properness is invariant under 
compact perturbations. Hence, it suffices to prove the A-properness of L, . So, 
let (u,~ 1 u,$ EY,?} be any bounded sequence such that QZn,(L1unj) ---f g for some 
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g in V. For simplicity, set u,~ = uj for each j and note that because {uj} is 
bounded we may assume that uj - ua for some ua E Y. 
Since D”uj + D?q, in L2 for 1 OL / < m, to prove that uj + u0 in V, it suffices 
to show that D”uj -+ Dn inL2 for / pi 1 = m. Now, dist(u, Yi) = infill u - n II2 1v 
E Yj} --f 0 for each u E V and hence there exists wj E Yj such that wj + u,, as 
j + co. This, the continuity of L, and the completeness of {Yj} imply that 
limj(L,ui - L,wj , uj - w& = limj(QjLuj - QjL,wj , uj - wj), = 0 since 
QiLluj - QjL,wj --f g - L,u, and ui - wj - 0 asj -+ 00. This, (3.17) and (3.12) 
imply that Dauj ---f D&U,, in L2 for each 1 01 / = m. Consequently, L is A-proper 
w.r.t. rV. 
The fact that L is Fredholm of ind(L) = 0 follows from the general L2-theory 
of linear elliptic equations (see [9]). Let us add in passing that since L* = 
L? + Gq*, where (L;)* is compact and L$ satisfies the same inequality as L, 
the map L*: V + V is also A-proper w.r.t. TV . Consequently, by [33, Theorem 
2.3B], L is Fredholm with ind(L) = 0. 
Finally, using Holder’s inequality, we obtain (3.16) from (3.13). Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.1. Note that the A-properness of L is proved without using the 
Giirding inequality. This fact suggests a new approach to the variational solv- 
ability of elliptic equations. The author will elaborate on this elsewhere. 
Now, because F: V--+ V is determined by a differential expression of order 
2m, F is not compact nor is it k-set-contractive unless f(x, 7, [) is Lipschitzian 
w.r.t. 5 E R% Consequently, neither the coincidence degree theory of Mahwin 
[25] or Hetzer [16] nor that of Fitzpatrick [8] are applicable to the solvability of 
(3.15). However, in the sequel we shall indicate analytical assumptions on the 
functions b,(x, u,..., 0%) which give rise to a more general class of maps so that 
(b3) TEL+F: V + V is weakly A-proper w.r.t. I’. 
We shall first state the basic existence results, Theorem 3.2 below, for the 
weak solvability of(3.10) in V under assumption (b3) and then indicate a number 
of sufficient analytic conditions on b,‘s which will imply the validity of (b3). 
Our first result in this section is the following new existence theorem for the 
weak solvability of (3.10). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let (bl), (b2) and (b3) be satisjied. 
(a) Suppose N(L) = (0). If a E [0, l), then (3.10) has a weak solution in V 
for each f in L2. If u = 1 and pL > 0 is a constant in Theorem 1.2 when A = L, 
then (3.10) has a weak solution in V.for each f in L2prowided b, in (3.16) is such 
that bl < PL. 
(b) Suppose N(L) # {0} and (q ,..., v~} is a basis in N(L*) C V with 
k = dim N(L) (i.e., a(u, vj) = 0 Vu E V). If 0 E [0, 1) and 
D%) Davj dx = 0 V~EV, 1 <j<k, (3.19) 
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then (3.10) has a weak solution in V for a given f in L2 if and only if so fv, dx = 0 
for 1 < j < k. If a = 1 and (3.19) holds, then the last conclusion is also valid 
provided b, < pK , where pK > 0 is the constant in Theorem 1.1. 
Proof. Theorem 3.2(a) follows from Theorem 1.2 when V = X = Y, 
D = V, r = TV and A = L with / F / = 0 when (T E [0, 1) and 1 F / < b, when 
(J = 1. Since V = R(L) @ N(L*), condition (1.2) of Theorem 1.1 is the same as 
(3.19) and thus, as in (a), Theorem 3.2(b) follows from Theorem 1.1. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.2. The conclusions of Theorem 3.2 hold if the assumption (b3) 
is replaced by the hypothesis: 
(b3’) F: V + V is of type (M) (and, in particular, F is monotone, pseuod- 
monotone, semiminotone or weakly continuous). 
Proof. To deduce Corollary 3.2 from Theorem 3.2, it suffices to show that 
(b3’) implies (b3), i.e., if (b3’) holds, then T = L + F is weakly A-proper 
w.r.t. TV . The latter follows from [32, Proposition 1 .l] and [32, Proposition 1.21. 
However, for the sake of completeness we present here a simple proof of this 
fact. 
First we show that T = L + F is of type (M) if (b3’) holds. Indeed, let 
{uj} C V be such that uj - u in V, Tuj - g for some g in V and lim sup( TI+ , u~)~ 
G (g, u)?n * Since Luj - Lu and the functional 4(u) = (Lu, u) is weakly lower 
semicontinuous (i.e., wj - w in TJ * d(w) < lim inf+(wj)) because L = 
L, + L; with L, monotone and L; compact, it follows that FUj = Tu,, - Lu, - 
g - Lu in V and lim sup(Fuj , z+)~ < lim sup(Tuj , Uj)m - lim inf(Lz+ , uj) < 
(g, u>m - (Lu, 4, = (g - Lu, 4m . H ence, since F is of type (M), Fx = g - Lu, 
i.e., Tu = g. 
Next we show that T is weakly A-proper w.r.t. rV. So let {u,~ 1 u,?.E Ynj) be 
any bounded sequence such that Tni(un,) -+g for some g in V. Smce V is 
reflexive and (unj> is bounded we may, without loss of generality, assume that 
u,. - u for some u in V. This and the boundedness of (T(u,?)) show that for 
any v in V we hae the relation 
( Tun j , vhn - (g, 4, 
= Pn, 9 4m - G’kj, Qnjv)m + (QnjTun, >Qn,% - (a v)m - 0 
since Qn,(v) -+ v and QniT(u,j) -fg. Thus Tu,~ -g in V and lim sup(Tu,, , 
%,h = lim sup(T,j(u,j), u J, = lim(T,!(u,,), u & = (g, u), . In view of this 
and the established fact that T = L + F IS of type (M), it follows that TU = g, 
i.e., T is weakly A-proper w.r.t. rV . Q.E.D. 
The following are some of the analytic onditions on b,‘s which, together with 
(b2), imply (b3’) or directly (b3). 
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LEMMA 3.3. Suppose (bl) and (b2) are satis$ed. Then the map T = L + F: 
V- V is weakly A-proper w.r.t. r, provided that either (A), (B), (C) or (D) 
holds, while T is A-proper w.r.t. r, if(E) holds, where: 
(A) Clarl<m [4x(x, 6)- 44~ 01 [5, - Cl 2 0 vt> 6’ E I+. 
(B) (i) For each x E Q, 7 E RSm-1 and 5, 5’ E RS’n with 5 # [‘, 
(ii) For each y and y’ in RSh 
uniformly for bounded 7 E Rsm-l. 
(C) 44x, ‘I, 5) = Cieien Ldx, 4 5s with b,, continuous in its variables and 
1 b&x, q)l < b, for x E Q and 7 E Rsm-l for 1 01 1 , j fl / < m. 
(D) There is d E [0, co), with c0 being the constant in (3.12), such that for 
x E Q (ae.) and 7 E Rsm-l we have 
(E) There is a k > 0 such that for x E Q (a.e.) and 71 E RSm-l we have for 
1011<m: 
and k < Z(L) = sup{r > 0 1 q(Q) < x(L(Q)) for each bounded Q C V}. 
Proof. If (A) holds, then F: V + V given by (3.14) is monotone, while if (B) 
holds, then as was shown in [23] under slightly different conditions and then 
in [3] under present conditions, F is pseudo-monotone in the sense of [I]. If (C) 
holds, then F is weakly continuous (see [42]). In all cases, T = L + F is of type 
(M) (see [32]) and, thus, T is weakly A-proper w.r.t. 7, . Now, it was shown 
by the author in [39] that if (D) holds with d E [0, co), then T = L + F is 
A-proper w.r.t. r,. Finally, if (E) holds, then F is k-ball-contractive by
Lemma 1 in [17] and thus T = L + F is A-proper w.r.t. r, by Proposition 
2.1. (For a different proof of this fact see the proof of Theorem 3.4 in [39]). 
Q.E.D. 
In virtue of Lemma 3.3, we have the following new general existence theorem 
involving practically verifiable conditions on the functions f#(x, E)'s. 
4c9/72/2-8 
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COROLLARY 3.3. The conclusions of Theorem 3.2 hold if (b3) is replaced by 
one of the$ve conditions listed in Lemma 3.3. 
Remark 3.2. We conclude this section with two observations. First, it was 
noted in [17] that if one treats partial differential equations, then in general it is 
difficult to estimate the quantity Z(L) appearing in (E). However, if au&x) = 
ad4 for I 01 I , I B I G m, then L is self-adjoint and in this case it was shown in 
[17] that Z(L) = inf{(\ h 1: X E a,(L)}, w h ere CT,(L) denotes the essential spectrum 
of L. Thus, in this case one can estimate Z(L) if one knows the spectrum of the 
self-adjoint operator L. 
Second, when L is self-adjoint then we can estimate pLr: as follows. Choose 
C = P: V-+ N(L) and let y > 0 be the largest number such that Ij Lw I/ 2 
y 11 w I/ for w E R(L). Since Z’ = R(L) @ N(L) and for any x E V we have 
x = w + u with w E R(L) and u E N(L), we see that // Kx I/ = (11 Lw /I2 + 11 u j12)lj2 
>, y (1 x )I when y < 1 with y < pK , while (I iij /( >, (1 x (/ with 1 < pK. Thus, if 
we set pK = min{y, l}, then 11 Kx 11 >, pK /I x 11 for all x E X, and n > no since 
QnKx = Kx for all x E X, when r = I’, . 
ProbEem C. As a third application we consider the abstract problem that is 
modelled on situations which arise when one attempts to treat the semilinear 
ordinary or partial differential equations on unbounded domains Q in Rn. That 
is, we consider the solvability of 
Au - /\u + Gu = f (u E D(A), f s H, h E R), (3.20) 
where H is a separable Hilbert space and the following holds: 
(cl) A is a densely defined self-adjoint operator which is bounded below and 
there exists y E R such that the essential spectrum o,(A) is contained in [y, co) and A 
has a $nite number of eigenvazues X, < h, < ... < A,,, < y, each of finite multi- 
plicity. 
(~2) For any$xed 5 > -A,, , (A + [)1/2 exists. Let G: He -+ H be such that 
II Gu l//II u IE + 0 as [I u IjE + 00 (or II Gu II/II u /I --t 0 as II u II + co) and either (i) 
or (ii) holds where: 
(i) G = GI + G, with G,: He --+ H compact and G,: HE + H continuous 
and monotone (i.e. (G,u - GIv, u - v) > 0 Vu, v E HE), where H6 is the completion 
of D(A) = D(A + e) in the norm I/ u /I2 = ((A + 5) u, u)lj2 and, as is known, 
Hs = D(A + @‘2. 
(ii) G = GI + G, with G,: He + H completely continuous and GI : 
HE-HE weakly continuous or even of type (M) (i.e., rf {uj} C H is such that 
uj - u,, in H6 , G,(q) - h in H and lim sup(Grz+ , ui) < (h, sq,), then G,u, = h). 
It is known (e.g. 163) that His continuously imbedded into H, S, = (A -+ e)-‘: 
H--L His bounded, self-adjoint and positive, its square root ?$I2 E (A I &1/2: 
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H -+ His also self adjoint, positive and bounded, and (A + e)l/2, considered as a 
map from Hc to H, is a linear homeomorphism. Moreover, it follows from (cl) 
and the results in [43] that S,: H --) H is (y + o-i-ball-contractive and S:/‘: 
H---f H is. (y + &1/2-ball-contractive. This implies that, for each h E [X, , y), 
(X + 5) (A + Q-r is k-ball-contractive with k = (h + E)/(y + [) < 1. 
Note that u E D(A) is a solution of (3.20) if and only if 
(A + t) u - (A + E) u + Gu =f (t > -4J (3.21) 
and an argument in [44] shows that u E D(A) is a solution of (3.21) if and only if 
ZI = (A + 5)1/s u and v is a solution of 
v - (A + 6) S,v + S;‘2GS;‘2v = S;‘“f (v E H, S:‘“~E H). (3.22) 
We are now in the situation where we can apply to (3.21), or equivalently to 
(3.22) in H, some of the results of Sections 1 and 2. To accomplish this we set 
Y=X=H, r=I’,={X,,P,} and T,=L,+F,:H+H, where Lg- 
I - (X + 5) S, and F6 = S:‘2GS:/2. 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose 8 > -A, is $xed and h E [h, , y). Then L,: H---f H is 
A-proper w.r.t. L, and TE is A-proper if(i) holds and weakly A-proper ;f (ii) holds. 
Proof. Since (h + 5) (A + 6)-l: H + H is k-ball-contractive with k = 
(h + .$)/(y + e) < 1, it follows from [46] that L, is A-proper w.r.t. r, . Now, 
suppose that (i) holds. Then it is easy to see that Ff = S:@%I!$‘~ is such that 
Fc = FE1 f FE2: H---f H with FE2 = S:i2GSt12 compact and F,, = S:!“GlS:j2 
monotone and continuous. Hence, by Lemma 2.8 in [&I], T, = L, + FE is 
A-proper w.r.t. r, and, in particular, weakly A-proper. Suppose now that (ii) 
holds. First, if G,: HE -+ H is completely continuous and G,: Hc - H is 
weakly continuous, then FE2 , FfF,,: H -+ H h ave the same properties and so TE 
is weakly A-proper. On the other hand, if G,: HE -+ H is of type (M), then 
F,,: H--f H is also of type (M). Indeed, let {vj} C H be any sequence such that 
wj - PI0 in HE , fi = F,,(q) -g in H and lim sup(FEl(vj), vj) < (g, ZJ,,). Since 
(A + #i2: HE --f His a homeomorphism, there exist (ZQ} and u0 in H, such that 
uj = sy(wj) - sy(w,) = ug in HE and fj = S:‘2G1(~j) -g in H. Since 
tfj>CHe,fj-g in H, G,:& + H is bounded and G,(uj) = (A -t &” (f,) 
for each j E N, it follows that G,(z+) - (A + [)“” g in H. To show the latter, it 
suffices to show that from each subsequence of {G,(u,)} we can extract a further 
subsequence which converges weakly to (A + t)““g. So let (ujc,)) ~1{uJ be 
any subsequence of {uj} such that G,(u,) -2 in H. Then fk == S:‘“Gl(u,) -
St’% in H and so g = S:/% with g E He and g” = (A + [)‘/2g. This and the 
equality (Giuk: ,uti) = (F,,o k , v~) imply that lim sup(G,u, , Us) S. (g, v,,) =
((A + [)‘/*g, u,,). Hence, since Gr satisfies condition (M), G,(u,) = (A + [)“‘g 
and so S:‘2G,S:‘2~,, = FE1(wO) = g, i.e., FE1 is of type (M). This and the 
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fact that L, E L(H, H) is k-ball-contractive with k < I imply that L, f- FE1 and 
L, + FC are weakly A-proper w.r.t. r, . 
Thus, in both cases, the map TC is weakly A-proper. Q.E.D. 
The above discussion implies the validity of the following 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose conditions (cl) and (~2) are satisfied, 5 > --X0 is 
$xed and A E [h, , y). 
(Al) 1fX f hj, j ~0, I,..., m, then (3.20) has a solution u E D(A) for each 
finH. 
(A2) Ifh==h,forsomejE[O, I,...,m] andif 
(Gv, u) = 0 for all v E H, and all u E N(A - X), (3.23) 
then (3.20) has a solution in D(A) for a given f in Y if and only ;f (f, u) = 0 for all 
u E N(A - A). 
Proof. To prove Theorem 3.3, let us first of all observe that the first part of 
(~2) implies that 11 FJv)jl/j] v jl + 0 as 11 v/I - co. Indeed, since 11 F,v// < 
/I S:” 1’ /I S:“v /I for v E H, to prove the latter it suffices to show that 
1: GSi% ii/ii v ~1 ---f 00 as /I v // - CO. Suppose first that I/ Gu Ii/II u Ifc + 0 as 
II u IlE - co. Since u = S:/‘v E H and j/ u IIE = ll(A + [)‘p S:i’v 11 = 1~ v 1: , it 
follows that 1 GS:12v Ii/i1 v 11 = iI Gu II/II u ljE ---f 0 as Ij u llE --f cc. Suppose now that 
jl Gu II/i; u 1’ + cc as /j u 11 - cc and there exist {vj} C H and /l > 0 such that 
I! zlj II - cc and 11 SGy’(vj)ll/jl n:j 11 3 p for all j E N. This implies that 
I/ S:“(vj)l~ --t CO and, since I! S:‘2(vj)ll < /I S:‘2 I/ I v, /I , it follows that fl < 
1’ GS:/2(v,)ji/l’ v, )~ < // Sy2 11 Ij G(S:‘“vj)ll/\i S1/*vj I/ with /I S:/2vj I/ + co, in con- 
tyadiction to the hypothesis that 11 Gu II/II u I/ - co as I/ u jj + co. 
(Al) Since h E [h, , y) is not an eigenvalue of A, (h -+ 5) is not an charac- 
teristic value of (A + &I. Hence the map L, = I - (X + E) (A + &I: 
H - H is k-ball-contractive with k = (X + o/(7 + E) < 1 and injective. In 
view of this and the fact that by Lemma 3.4, TE = L, + F8 is weakly A-proper 
w.r.t. r, and // Fev ll/ll v/I -+ 0 as 1~ v 1~ ---f co, Theorem 1.2 implies that (3.22), or 
equivalently (3.20), is solvable for each f in H, i.e., the assertion (Al) is valid. 
(A2) If h E [h, , r) is an eigenvalue of A, say, X = hj for some j in 
[0, I,..., m], then pj = hj + 5 is a characteristic value of (A f [)-’ and so 
L, = I - pjSp is Fredholm of ind(L) = 0 [31] and A-proper w.r.t. r, since 
&9E is k-ball-contractive with k = (Xi + [)/(r + [) < 1. Furthermore, 
H = N(L,) @ R(L,) and an element u E D(A) is a solution of Au - Xju = 0 
if and only if v = (A + [)‘I2 u is a solution of LE(v) = 0. In view of this, (3.23) 
implies that (FCx, v) = 0 for all x E H and a E N(L,). Finally, since (f, U) = 0 
for u in JV(A - hj) is equivalent to (S:/‘f, v) = 0 for v in N(L,), the valicity of 
(A2) follows from Theorem 1. I. Q.E.D. 
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Remark 3.3. When in (cl) the operator A is also assumed to be positive 
definite the assertion (Al) of Theorem 3.3 follows from [38, Theorem 2.11, 
while the solvability of (3.20) in this case when A is an eigenvalue of A has also 
been studied by the author in [37] under the asymptotic positivity assumption 
of Landesman-Lazer type. 
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